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Weekly Music Challenge Charts are  
included on each page. 

 

Your child is encouraged to use these charts to 
follow their practice.  
 
They can sticker, stamp, tick, cross, smiley-face or 
whatever they’d like in each square to indicate the 
number of times they have practiced the piece.  
 
Once all the squares are filled in, I will listen to 
the piece and give them an official sticker to let 
them know it is completed.  
 
They are free to continue practicing the piece, if 
they like....I would also encourage practice of the 
next piece/s. 



This piece is excellent to develop melody and interval recognition (intervals are the space 
or distance between notes. In this case, so & me– a minor third). This minor third interval 
is the easiest to sing and hear. 

 
Tunes such as Old Mother Witch or the beginning of See Saw Marjorie Daw use this interval. The written mu-

sic is easy to follow– the higher the note on paper, the higher it is in pitch. These next few songs use only 
two notes– G and E. 

 
Learning to recognize high and low sounds help the students recognize the written notes. These simple tunes 

develop excellent listening skills along with the ability to play the tune musically– with rhythm, timing and 
even feeling, rather than a jumble of notes being pieced together from the written page. 

 
You will need:  
 A butterfly for each person– make one from paper, or buy one from a cheap store 
 
Here’s what you can do: 
1. Sing the tune. 
2. Hold the butterfly high or low with the music. 
3. Play the music on the recorder after a few rounds. 
 
Some extra steps: 
 Balance the butterfly on various body parts as you play– head, shoulder, elbow, knee, 

ear, the recorder 
 Stand up/sit down with the high/low notes 

The Butterfly

This sheet describes a little of what we have been doing in class, as well as 
giving some extra ideas to help develop your child’s musical skills. 

 
We used high & low hand signs to play the piece rather than sheet music, so your child 
may need help decoding the music. There is a handy note guide included on each sheet of    
music to help you. It is best if the notes aren’t written in, if possible. A great way to help 
young learners begin to recognise the notes is using coloured highlighter textas. Use the 
same colour for the note guide and each note of the tune. It’s great if your child can do the 
colouring themselves, with your help to guide them. Use the same colours on the notes of 
the picture of the recorder, also. Using the same colours each time is useful. 
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TheButterfly

     But— ter  -   fly           fly       -     ing             High      in       the              sky 

No thumb behind Cover second hole 

How                                 high                            can                   you               fly? 



These two tunes are actually exactly the same! This is a great way for your 
child to feel as if they have learned two songs while repeating the same note 
and rhythm patterns.  
 
This also encourages your child to recognise musical and written patterns and compare 
them with each other. 
 

The activity below is for See Saw. Your Rain Rain activity can be found on page 6 of this 
booklet. 
 
You will need:  
 Recorder 
 
Here’s what you can do: 
1. Take your arms out to the side as you sing See Saw together. 
2. Walk in time with the music as you rock from side to side like a see-saw with your 

arms. 
 
Some extra steps: 
 Play the piece on various starting notes. 
 Play the piece loud and soft, fast and slow whilst keeping the beat 
 Play the piece without looking at the notes. Use your musical listening ears to hear 

and play the tune (the child may need the starting note, G) 

RainRain See

This sheet describes a little of what we have been doing in class, as well as 
giving some extra ideas to help develop your child’s musical skills. 

 
We used high & low signs to play the piece rather than sheet music, so your child may 
need help decoding the music. There is a handy note guide included on each sheet of    
music to help you. It is best if the notes aren’t written in, if possible. A great way to help 
young learners begin to recognise the notes is using coloured highlighter textas. Use the 
same colour for the note guide and each note of the tune. It’s great if your child can do the 
colouring themselves, with your help to guide them. Use the same colours as the notes of 
the picture of the recorder, also. Using the same colours each time is useful. 

Saw
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See
Rain      rain        go     a   -    way        Come  a  -   gain  a   -    noth-er      day 

Saw

See       saw         up    and     down        In    the    sky    and     on    the    ground 
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Rain Rain Activity 
 

1. Cut out each of the 
clouds. Cut around the 
whole of the joined blue 
clouds (don’t separate 
them) 

2. Paste them all on some 
stiff card 

3. Cut them out on the card 
4. Tape a straw to the back 

of each cloud 
5. Place the clouds in order 
6. Sing the song, lifting up 

each cloud in order. If you 
have more than one per-
son, distribute them 
evenly and lift them in 
time with the music. 



Peas Porridge extends the minor third (so/me) tunes we’ve been working with. 
It includes the extra notes D (Indian Drummer) and C (new note). 
 
You will need:  
 A clear patch of floor space. 
 
Here’s what you can do: 
1. Sit on the floor with your legs extended out in front of you. Sing the tune together. 
2. As you sing the first line, rock back and forwards, reaching fingers towards toes, in 

time with the music. 
3. When singing the second line, extend the legs wide along the floor and ‘stir’ the space 

between your legs, as if mixing a giant pot. Move in both clockwise & anti-clockwise 
directions. 

 
Some extra steps: 
 Create a beat with various body parts as you do the actions 
 Notice how many D and Bs are in the piece. How many As and Gs are there? 
 Practice playing D & B a few times, then B  A  G  smoothly a few times. These two 

note changes are usually the trickiest parts of the song. 

Peas Porridge

This sheet describes a little of what we have been doing in class, as well as 
giving some extra ideas to help develop your child’s musical skills. 

 
We used coloured rhythm signs to play the piece rather than sheet music, so your child 
may need help decoding the music. There is a handy note guide included on each sheet of    
music to help you. It is best if the notes aren’t written in, if possible. A great way to help 
young learners begin to recognise the notes is using coloured highlighter textas. Use the 
same colour for the note guide and each note of the tune. It’s great if your child can do the 
colouring themselves, with your help to guide them. Use the same colours on the notes of 
the picture of the recorder, also. Using the same colours each time is useful. 
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PeasPorridge

   Peas        por-ridge     hot                                  Peas         Por-ridge        cold 

Peas        por-ridge      in    the    pot                Ten               days              old 



Kangaroo Skippy-roo brings another note into your child’s musical vocabulary, 
the note F. Keep an eye out for it towards the end of the piece. 
 
You will need:  
 A kangaroo toy filled with soft stuffing (optional) 
 
Here’s what you can do: 
1. Create a beat with various body parts (knees/clap, shoulders/head etc) 
2. Sing the tune together.  
3. Your child can bounce the kangaroo in time with the music, cuddling it close during 

the ‘guess who’s caught you’ part of the song. If you don’t have a stuffed kangaroo, 
another animal could be substituted, or you can both do body percussion. 

4. Repeat, using a variety of body rhythms and taking turns with the kangaroo. 
 
Some extra steps: 
 If you happen to have a larger group, have one person be in the middle of a circle. 
 This person closes their eyes as the group sings the song together.  
 One person sings ‘Guess who’s caught you just for fun’ alone. 
 The child in the centre opens their eyes and guesses (or preferably uses their musical 

listening skills to find out) who sang the solo line. 
 Repeat with a new person in the centre. 
 The kangaroo could be passed around the circle in time with the music to determine 

who will sing the solo line. 

Kangaroo Skippy-roo

This sheet describes a little of what we have been doing in class, as well as 
giving some extra ideas to help develop your child’s musical skills. 

 
We used coloured rhythm signs to play the piece rather than sheet music, so your child 
may need help decoding the music, as per previous sheets. 
 
The students took turns in standing at the front of the room holding our ‘magic music 
wands’ high, low and pointing to notes for each other. 
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KangarooSkippy-roo

Kang-a—    roo          Skip-py        roo            Doz—ing    in    the        mid-day      sun 

Comes a      hun-ter     run   run    run            Guess who caught you    just  for      fun 


